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Bunny Roo I Love You
Celebrate Pride every day with this adorable board book for the babies and toddlers of gay fathers,
featuring a variety of diverse, loving families with two dads. Families with same-sex parents are
celebrated in this board book that follows busy dads and their kids throughout their day—eating
breakfast, getting dressed, heading out to the park, and settling back in at night with a bubble bath and
a good-night lullaby. LGBTQ+ parents and their friends and families will welcome this inclusive and
cheerful book that reflects their own lives and family makeup. With artwork by acclaimed fashion
illustrator Izak Zenou, this is a stylish, smart, humorous, family-focused book that will have babies and
their two dads giggling as they enjoy it together. It's an ideal baby-shower and first-birthday gift. And
look for its companion board book, My Two Moms and Me.
Come along for the ride as a busy toy locomotive makes its rounds through a bustling playroom.
Featuring rhyming couplets and bright, bold illustrations, this story is sure to be a hit with young train
lovers.
“Unique and gripping.”—Tamora Pierce New York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr invites readers
into a magical world where stone gargoyles live among humans, ferocious water horses infiltrate the
sea, and school hallways are riddled with magic wards--and where a group of young heroes seeking
justice discovers those very creatures are the best of allies. Twenty years ago, a door opened between
the world of humans and the Netherwhere, allowing all kinds of otherworldly creatures entry. Some, like
the kelpies and fairies, who like to bite, are best avoided. But the gargoyles are wise and wonderful, and
show a special affection for humans. Vicky has grown up under the watchful eye of a gargoyle named
Rupert, and excels at sword-fighting and magic. But there's so much she doesn't know--like why her
mother, once one of the queen's elite Ravens, keeps Vicky hidden away and won't let Vicky train at the
elite Corvus school where girls with her gifts perfect their skills. But when a horrific tragedy occurs,
Vicky knows it’s finally time to use her gifts, and that the only place she should be to avenge the crime
against her family is at Corvus. There she bands together with a former street thief and an alchemy
student to figure out whom they can trust in a place that's rife with intrigue and secrets. And all the
while, the gargoyles watch and nudge. Time’s not linear to them, so they know change comes in ripples.
With their steadying influence, Vicky and her friends just might be the generation to expose the court’s
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secrets and ensure a better future for both worlds.
Old Mother Rabbit lived in a shoe. She had twenty-six children and knew what to do. From Abel, who
sleeps on a table, to Zed who sleeps on the shed, help Mother Rabbit tuck a whole alphabet of adorable
little bunnies in for the night.
That's My Carrot
Graveminder
Snuggle Time Easter Stories
Bunny Roo and Duckling Too
Bunny My Honey
Nothing can stop your love from reaching your child, and in I'll Love You for Always, that love is always on hand in the
form of 6 beautiful notes that you can write straight into the book!
When Rebekkah returns to her small-town home for her beloved Grandmother’s funeral, she little suspects that she is
about to inherit a darkly dangerous family duty on behalf of Claysville’s most demanding residents – the dead.
Celebrate 20 years of I LOVE YOU SO! This adorable classic puts into words the indescribable quality of boundless,
steady, and unconditional love, a sweet story that has touched hundreds of thousands of lives. This comforting story
embraces the reader like a warm hug and gently reassures a child that love is for always, despite the grouchy moods or
physical separation. This is the perfect message of love to gift new mommies- anddaddies-to-be, grandparents, and your
special little ones at baby showers or birthdays. Embrace your loved ones from afar with this heartwarming reminder of
your unconditional love.
Gorgeous photographs and an evocative text sing the praises of a real-life herd of wild horses running free in Arizona, in
this ode to the beauty of these glorious creatures. Between one breath and the next, / the Wild Horses appear. Gliding
through trees, / weaving between cactus and rock. In beautiful poetry and vivid photographs, Melissa Marr shares her
feelings of awe while watching a real-life herd of majestic wild horses in Arizona. When they appear, the wind itself
seems to stand still. They are grand in their movements as they do all the things horses do--splash through rivers, care
for young, stomp and whinny. It is clear they are not tame, and this is part of their beauty and power. How lucky are we to
be able to witness their strength and speed and magnificence!
Bunny Roo, I Love You
I Heart You
The Hidden Knife
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With 6 Real Love Notes to Write and Keep Forever!
A Book of Adorableness
When Bunny gets lost and can't find his mother, he fears that Mommy and his friends may not be able to find
him to take him home. On board pages.
With gorgeous multimedia paintings-and-collages by acclaimed artist Mary GrandPre, James Preller's All
Welcome Here promises to be an evergreen gift picture book for children about to take the big leap into their
first days of school. The bus door swishes Open, an invitation. Someone is not sure . . . The first day of school
and all its excitement, challenges, and yes, anxieties, are celebrated here in connected haiku poems. A diverse
cast of characters all start—and finish—their first days of school, and have experiences that all children will relate
to.
A charming Australian Easter story about an Easter Bunny who turns out to be an Easter Bunnyroo, from a
CBCA short-listed author! Last week my dad found an orphan who needs our help. She has LONG ears and BIG
feet and a BUILT-IN BASKET. He says she's a joey but I know who she really is - THE EASTER BUNNY! A very
Australian Easter story about an understandable misunderstanding, from the award-winning author of The Snow
Wombat and the popular illustrator of The Cow Tripped Over the Moon.
Lovey Bunny is the happiest little girl around. She loves just about everything—her family, art, watching her
mama make things, and especially playing dress-up. But when she borrows Mama Rabbit’s new dress without
asking and ruins it, Lovey Bunny learns that not everything always goes as planned. Will Lovey Bunny find a
creative way to show Mama that she’s sorry? Kristine A. Lombardi’s picture book debut reveals an effervescent
new character whose talent for crafts and love of fashion, family, and fun will touch the hearts of little girls
everywhere!
So Many Bunnies Board Book
Love from the Velveteen Rabbit
All Welcome Here
Chugga Chugga Choo-Choo
Dear Bunny
The original classic touch and feel book that has been entertaining babies for over 60 years.
This award winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well-known nursery
rhymes and interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect way to bond with your baby and share quality time. It also
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aids language development by introducing them to the natural sounds and patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also
stimulates the brain and helps muscle development.
When it's dark and when it's sunny, I will always be your bunny. If the world feels like a muddle, come on over for a cuddle. In
this adorable and heartwarming celebration of love, the loyal and steadfast Velveteen Rabbit shares all the ways he'll be there
for you--in good times and bad. Written in sweet rhyming couplets, this beautifully illustrated gift book is sure to bring a smile
to any reader. Ideal for a Valentine's gift, an Easter basket stuffer, a big moment such as the first day of school, and even a
wedding present for bridesmaids or the happy couple, here is a thoughtful way to tell those closest to you that your love will
always be Real. And be sure to personalize your gift by filling in the bookplate at the front of the book.
A seasonal romp through the alphabet features a cast of adorable animal characters who gather honey in the springtime, build
cozy campfires in the fall and share other indoor and outdoor activities that correspond with their letters.
(I Love Baby Books, Mother's Love Book, Baby Books about Loving Life)
Jesus Loves Me!
Wild Horses
I Love You, Funny Bunny
A Bedtime ABC and Counting Book

Ducky is unlucky̶somehow things just always seem to go wrong. So he decides to look for a four-leaf clover; that will do
the trick! But when he goes to the park, there is none to be found. However, what Ducky finds instead is much greater: he
meets Piggy, Bunny, and Pup and realizes that having friends makes him the luckiest duck of all! Lucky Ducky is a bright
and bubbly new picture book that shows young readers how luck is all about how you perceive it and that anyone has the
power to turn his or her luck around.
A loving mama has fun sharing the various animals her growing child resembles, in this delightful companion to Bunny
Roo, I Love You. When you touched the water, you squawked and splashed. I thought you'd become a duckling, so I
jumped in to play with you. It's hard to keep up with an energetic toddler, and as an adoring mom tries to, she describes
all the frisky young animals her little one reminds her of--from a hopping frog and a squirming snake, to her adorable
cuddly bunny.
A warm and tender welcome to the world! In a gorgeous picture book thatʼs playfully sweet and visually captivating, New
York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr and talented new illustrator Teagan White celebrate the many ways parents
make their new babies feel at home. The world can seem like a big, bewildering place for new babies̶fortunately, their
mamas know just how to soothe and comfort them. Through enchanting scenes portraying all kinds of mama animals
looking out for their little ones, the mother in this story reassures her baby, and young children everywhere, that their
caretakers will always love them and keep them safe. This beautiful picture book has the feel of a classic and its
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heartwarming premise should make it a family favorite. “A lovely package.”̶Kirkus Reviews “Vintage-looking, pastoral
prettiness.”̶Publishers Weekly
Fans of Sarah J. Maas and Holly Black wonʼt be able to resist the world of Melissa Marr's #1 New York Times bestselling
series, full of faerie intrigue, mortal love, and courtly betrayal. Rule #3: Don't stare at invisible faeries. Aislinn has always
seen faeries. Powerful and dangerous, they walk hidden in mortal world. Aislinn fears their cruelty̶especially if they
learn of her Sight̶and wishes she were as blind to their presence as other teens. Rule #2: Don't speak to invisible
faeries. Now faeries are stalking her. One of them, Keenan, who is equal parts terrifying and alluring, is trying to talk to
her, asking questions Aislinn is afraid to answer. Rule #1: Don't ever attract their attention. But it's too late. Keenan is the
Summer King who has sought his queen for nine centuries. Without her, summer itself will perish. He is determined that
Aislinn will become the Summer Queen at any cost̶regardless of her plans or desires. Suddenly none of the rules that
have kept Aislinn safe are working anymore, and everything is on the line: her freedom, her best friend Seth, her
life̶everything.
That's Me Loving You
Baby Dragon, Baby Dragon!
Pat the Bunny
Hop Little Bunnies
The Bunnies Are Not in Their Beds
A dauntless lass and a hyperactive dragon learn to keep pace with each other as they forge a friendship.
Baby Dragon loves to swoop and soar through the kingdom, which can cause quite a stir. But one little
girl is up for the challenge of spending the day with Baby Dragon, and the two embark upon an exciting
journey through the kingdom, where they run and race and climb and explore--and eventually even take
the time to relish a quiet moment. New York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr has crafted a
rollicking story about how the best friendships expand our horizons in all kinds of ways!
Is there someone you love from the bottom of your heart? Do you sometimes find it difficult to tell them
how you feel? This gorgeous book will help you. The heart-warming rhyme will touch the heart of the one
you love, and express everything you feel in the cutest way. The clean design and contemporary styling
will appeal to existing Peter Rabbit fans and is sure to catch the eye of anyone looking for a gorgeous way
to say 'I love You'.
THE BUNNY ADVENTURES: OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD! There are lots of sleepy animals to wake up
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in this bouncy, energetic picture book. Lift the flaps, then hop with the little bunnies, cheep with the
chicks, baa with the lambs and mew with the kittens. An interactive book, full of non-stop fun, based on
the popular nursery rhyme 'Sleeping Bunnies'. This is full of the joys of spring and the perfect gift all
year round. From the illustrator of the bestselling We're Going on an Egg Hunt.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling author of I Wish You More comes a book that
promises continuous love and makes the perfect gift for fans of Emily Winfield Martin's The Wonderful
Things You Will Be and those looking for something new to add to their shelves next to the classic The
Runaway Bunny. Wherever you are, Wherever you go, Always remember And always know. . . That feeling
you always have in your heart? That's me loving you. Amy Krouse Rosenthal captures parents' desire to
be ever-present in this simple and touching poem offering reassurance of their love. Signs of affection
can be found in the natural world around us--from a soft breeze to a shimmering star. "Combine this with
a kissing hand, and children will be ready to set off on their own to explore the world, safe in the
knowledge that they are loved." --Kirkus Reviews
I'll Love You for Always
Sleeping Bunnies
Next to You
Adventures with Barefoot Critters
The Little Rabbit
A family of mice tries to unite Tino and Teeny, two love-struck but shy bunnies, after inadvertently destroying their love
letters to make a nest.
Here's the perfect bedtime read-aloud for the very youngest child. The text is filled with fun noises—click clack, click
clack—and a repeating refrain—good night, good night, sleep tight—that's sure to have kids chiming in as they follow the
antics of these bunnies who won't stay in bed. Kids will identify with the mischievous bunnies and their desire to play.
Meanwhile, parents will empathize with Mama and Daddy's struggle to get them to sleep.
This tender, rhyming Classic Board Book is a lively celebration of love. Little ones adore being independent and trying
new things. But they also need Mom and Dad’s reassurance and snuggles. With her spare, lyrical text, Meg Fleming
captures the exuberance, the affection, and the tender push-and-pull of life with a child. And illustrator Sarah Jane
Wright’s evocative illustrations infuse the story with generous helpings of warmth and love.
Snuggle up with your child and share the gift of God’s love as you read this delightful collection of beautifully-illustrated
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stories from bestselling author Glenys Nellist celebrating Easter and the coming of spring. Spring is almost here––the
season of Hope, Joy, and Renewal! Filled with Glenys’s signature rhymes and adorable animal illustrated by Cee
Biscoe, Snuggle Time Easter Stories uses simple language to introduce even the youngest readers to the true meaning
and hope of the first Easter, sharing Jesus is alive! This charming padded board book is the perfect gift to tuck in your
little one’s Easter basket, or their car seat when you take them on the go, and is also a wonderful bedtime or naptime
read. Snuggle Time Easter Stories: Offers a charming Easter addition to the bestselling Snuggle Time series, impacting
over 300,000 children and their families Delights children with inviting, playful animal illustrations of classic Bible stories
by popular illustrator Cee Biscoe Features soothing rhymes that are perfect for bedtime snuggles with a padded cover
that fits just right in little hands Teaches little ones age 0 to 4 about biblical truths in an accessible way Look for additional
inspirational children’s picture books and padded board books from Glenys: ‘Twas the Morning of Easter 'Twas the
Season of Advent 'Twas the Evening of Christmas Snuggle Time series Love Letters from God series Baptized in the
Water
I Love You, Honey Bunny (Made with Love)
I Love You So
I Love You the Purplest
If There Never Was a You
My Two Dads and Me
An illustrated, rhyming celebration of the love between a parent and child.
From the acclaimed author-illustrator of A Book of Sleep comes a silly tale about a garden rivalry, a giant
carrot and bunnies in construction vehicles! When two rabbits find a giant carrot growing between their
yards, they do the only thing that makes sense: they argue over whose carrot it is! One rabbit brings a
shovel to dig it out, and the other rabbit brings a spade. Next comes the bulldozers and backhoes and
cranes . . . and when the dust settles, the carrot is gone! Now, it will be up to the rabbits to join forces and
find the giant carrot, and build a friendship along the way. From beloved creator Il Sung Na comes a story
of mischief and one very giant carrot.
From beloved author/illustrator Nicola Killen comes an enchanting spring story about a magical friendship
between a little girl and her stuffed rabbit who comes to life, lovingly told and illustrated in limited color
with lovely foil and interactive die cut pages. Ollie and her favorite friend bunny have been waiting for the
rain to stop and spring to come, and at long last the sun arrives. Ollie puts on her rain boots, wraps bunny
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in a warm scarf, and the two set off for exploring. Then a sudden breeze whispers past and bunny’s nose
twitches and their magical adventure begins… The Little Rabbit is sure to enchant and charm young
readers and is great for sharing with a friend.
You're so cute and cuddly, too... Honey bunny, I love you! Babies and toddlers will love holding, touching,
and reading this adorable board book, featuring soft bunny ears and cuddly animal illustrations. With
Sandra Magsamen's signature message of love, this book shows your little honey bunny just how much
you love them. An adorable reissue of a beloved novelty board book from Sandra Magsamen, the best
selling creator of over 30 baby and toddler books, with sales of over 2.8 million copies worldwide!
Wicked Lovely
The Best Mother
Lucky Ducky
I Love You This Much
The Easter Bunnyroo
“Cute, delightful and a super sweet story about the beautiful relationship of a mother and child. It’s a
book that celebrates love and belongingness.” —Kiddingly If there never was a you, how empty life would
be! Who would make me smile and laugh and keep me company? Filled with heartwarming messages of love,
belonging, and togetherness, If There Never Was a You gently reassures children that the place they hold
in their parents’ hearts can never be filled with anything else. “Love, warmth and security radiate from
this book, making it a perfect read to cuddle up with and read . . . It’s guaranteed to end with a big
hug and leave both with all sorts of warm fuzzy feelings.” —Bookworm for Kids “A beautifully told story,
that is sure to bring a smile to anyone who reads it.” —Midwest Book Review “A delightfully true
sentiment. Amanda Rowe has put into words how every parent feels: big gratitude and love for all the
moments we experience thanks to our beloved little ones. A beautiful message for kids to know how their
presence deeply matters to us.” —Marianne Richmond, bestselling author of If I Could Keep You Little
“The pleasant rhyming text explores all of the ways that the little bunny brings joy to his mother’s
life . . . Both parents and kids will appreciate the sweet message within this story!” —Babies to
Bookworms
Two boys discover that their mother loves them equally but in different ways.
When it comes to new babies, friends, or other loved ones, we should remind them of just how darling
they are. But are they cuter than a piglet in a sweater? A basket of baby chicks? An elephant calf
taking a bath? Of course! Sweet, funny, irreverent, but above all, cute, this keepsake-size book is
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perfect for both gift-giving and cuddly story times.
When Maxine wakes up on the wrong side of the bed one morning, she wonders if the problem might be her
mother. What if she could try out a new mom who doesn’t make her brush her teeth or comb her hair?
Enlisting Mom to help her with the search, Maxine interviews various prospects to be her new mother at
the park, the toy store, and the zoo. Unfortunately, these other mothers present a host of new problems
and concerns. Maybe her “old mother” was the best mother of all? For every child who’s ever wondered if
the grass is greener, The Best Mother affirms that there’s nothing better than your own mother’s love.
Love From Peter Rabbit
I Will Always Be Your Bunny
Lovey Bunny

A mother makes her baby feel safe by sharing how all kinds of mama animals care for their
little ones.
Illustrations of a family of three bears who fish, paint Easter eggs, and have a campout
highlight the lyrics to the children's Bible hymn "Jesus loves me." On board pages.
"A gentle reminder to children of just how much they are loved by their earthly
parents--as well as their heavenly Father"--
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